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Evidentials, questions, and characters: a case study from Korean
Puzzle. Evidentials are typically interpreted from the perspective of the utterance speaker’s. For example,
Korean -te- in (1a) introduces the ‘implication’ that the speaker has direct evidence that John voted for the
speaker. This type of utterance context dependency is akin to that of indexicals (I, here…). But, unlike
indexicals, in questions, the perspective related to the interpretation of -te- shifts from the speaker’s to the
addressee’s. In (1b), the source of evidence is to be the answerer whereas the reference of the first person
pronoun na ‘I’ is the questioner. This difference can also be found in Korean reportative evidential ending
-tanta (Kim N.-K. 2001, Chung K.-S. 2005) and its interrogative counterpart -tani in (2).
(1) a. John-i
na-eykey
thwuphyoha-ess-te-la.
John-Nom
I-Dat
vote for-Past-te-Decl
‘John voted for me’
Implication: the speaker has direct evidence that John voted for him/her
b. John-i
na-eykey
thwuphyoha-ess-te-nya?
John-Nom
I-Dat
vote for-Past-te-Q
‘Did John vote for me?’
Implication: the addressee is expected to have dir. evi. about whether J. voted for him/her
(2) a. John-i
na-eykey
thwuphyoha-ess-tanta
John-Nom
I-Dat
vote for-Past-Rep.evi+Decl
‘John voted for me’
Implication: the speaker has heard from someone else that John voted for him/her
b. John-i
na-eykey
thwuphyoha-ess-tani?
John-Nom
I-Dat
vote for-Past-Rep.evi+Q
‘Did John vote for me?’
Implication: the addressee is expected to hear about whether John voted for him/her.
Obligatory shift. Korean evidentials are special in that the perspective shift they participate in is
obligatory rather optional: the shifted reading is the only available one in questions like (3).
(3)
Nwu-ka
ton-ul
hoynglyengha-ess-tapnikka?
Who-Nom
money-Acc
embezzle-Past-Rep.Evi+Q
‘Who embezzled the money?’
(3) is infelicitous in any scenario where the anchoring of the reportative evidential to the questioner’s
perspective would be justified by the questioner’s reportative evidence and the answerer’s direct
evidence: for example, (3) cannot be used to interrogate Mary after having heard that she is the embezzler,
even if, obviously, her evidence relative to the issue is stronger.
Proposal. This paper offers a semantic account of the perspective shift that is solely based on the
semantics of the evidential and its interaction with the standard semantics of interrogatives. Specifically,
we propose that i) Korean evidentiality is a presupposition (c.f. Izvorski 1997 and Matthewson et al. 2007
for a similar proposal) and ii) the evidential is the function from propositions to characters (Kaplan 1989):
(4)
[[-te-]]c* = λpst. λc. λw: sc has direct evidence that p. p(w)=1
(c is a variable over contexts: triples including world, time and speaker of utterance <wc, tc, sc>)
Semantics of questions. Adopting Hamblin’s (1973) semantics of questions, we take the extension of a
question to be the set of its possible answers. The shift from propositions to sets thereof results from the
lexical entry of wh-words and a standardly adopted compositional rule, pointwise functional application
(PFA). For example, in Hamblin’s (1973) semantics, the lexical entry for whether is (5):
(5)
[[whether]] = {λpst.p, λpst.λw.p(w)=0}
Combined with the proto-question via PFA, the result is the set of the affirmative and the negative answer.
Evidentials in Questions. Although in principle (1b) has two possible LFs, depending on the relative
scope of the evidential and whether, as in (6a) and (6b), only (6b) is interpretable. -te- generates a
character, but whether needs to be combined with a proposition (via PFA), thus (6a) is uninterpretable due
to type mismatch. (7) shows how the meaning of (6b) is derived.
(6)
a. [whether [-te- [John voted for me]]] b. [-te- [whether [John voted for me]]]
(7)
[[me]]c* = s*
[[John voted for me]]w,c* = λw. John voted for s* in w
w,c*
[[whether J.voted for me]] = {λw. J. voted for s* in w, λw. J. did not vote for s* in w}
[[(6b)]]w,c* = {λc. λw: sc has direct evidence that John voted for s*. J. voted for s* in w,
λc. λw: sc has direct evidence that J. didn’t vote for s*. J. didn’t vote for s* in w}
The denotation of me is speaker s* in c*, i.e. the questioner. Thus, whether combines with the proposition
that John voted for s*, and the result is the set containing that proposition and its negation. -te- combines
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with each of the elements in this set via PFA, and the outcome is a set of two characters corresponding to
the affirmative and the negative answer. The evidential presupposition is anchored to the context variable
c that is bound in each answer it is contained in, rather than to c*. Since uttering a question does not
amount to uttering directly any of its answers, but rather to present their collections from which the
answerer is expected to choose, the questioner of (6b) does not utter either of the characters in (7), but
expects the answerer to utter one of them. Therefore, the context relative to which the evidential is
ultimately interpreted is the answerer’s. Hence, the shift.
Evidentials in declaratives. The LF for (1a) is (8), and for any context c* it is computed as (9):
(8)
[-te[John voted for me]]]
(9)
a. [[me]]c* = s*
[[John voted for me]]w,c* = λw. John voted for s* in w
c*
c
b.[[(8)]] = λc. λw: s has direct evidence that John voted for s*, J. voted for s* in w
The meaning of (8) is the character in (9b). Uttering (8) in c* amounts to an application of (9b) to c*. As a
consequence the evidential presupposition, the indexical ends up being interpreted relative to s*.
Previous approaches. Although previous approaches to evidential perspective shifts in other languages
exist (Faller 2002, McCready 2007, a.o.), none of them extends to the Korean facts in this paper because
they make one or both of the following predictions: i) questions with evidentials are ambiguous between
shifted and non shifted readings and ii) in the shifted reading indexical pronouns should also shift.
Optional perspective shifts. Evidentials in other languages, utterance-modifying adverbials (honestly…)
and expressives (damn) are akin to Korean evidentials in that they are anchored to the speaker and exhibit
perspective shifts in questions, but unlike Korean evidentials, they only optionally shifts in questions:
(10)
John-i
ku pilemekul il-ul
kumantwu-ess-ni?
John-Nom
that damn job-Acc
quit-Past-Ind.Q
‘Did John quit that damn job?’
Implication (ambiguous): the questioner / the answerer thinks the job is pretty bad.
The paper analyzes this difference as follows: honestly, expressives etc. introduce a context-anchoring
variable, just like -te-, but, unlike in -te-, this variable is free and can take either the value of the
questioner’s context or of the answerer’s context.
Evidentials and epistemic modals. Finally, this paper also gives us insights into the question of the
similarities and differences between Korean epistemic modals, such as -keyss-, and Korean evidentials.
The noticeable difference between the epistemic modal (e.g., -keyss-) and the evidential (e.g., -te-) is
twofold: i) the epistemic modal shows the optional shift in questions (see 11) whereas the evidential
shows the obligatory shift (see 3), and ii) the epistemic modal can be embedded whereas the evidentials
cannot (see 12). This difference can be accounted for by assuming that the epistemic modal is the function
from a proposition and conversational backgrounds (the modal base and the ordering source: see Kratzer
1977) to a proposition, whereas the evidential is the function from a proposition to a partial character, as
shown in (4). Then (11) can be accounted for by assuming that the conversational backgrounds for
epistemic modals are either from the speaker or the speaker and the addressee (see Papafragou 2006), and
(12) can be accounted for by assuming that the matrix predicate only takes propositions as its arguments:
applying evidentials to a proposition, we get a character, resulting in type mismatch.
(11)
Mary-ka
cip-ey
iss-keyss-ni?
Mary-Nom
home-Loc
be-Mod-Q
‘May Mary be at home?’
(12)
Mary-nun John-i
cip-ey
iss-keyss-ta-ko / *iss-te-la-ko
sayngkakha-ess-ta.
Mary-Top John-Nom home-Loc be-Mod-Decl-Comp / be-te-Decl-Comp think-Past-Decl
‘Mary thought John may be / *was at home’
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